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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the use of Advanced Planning System (APSs) in the tactical planning process. In
addition, there is a special focus towards process industries. The overall aim is to find out if and how
APSs can support the tactical planning processes and add value to the company. A discussion on APSs
as such is also presented, as the general definition of APS is unclear.
The study is based on three case studies, first a longitudinal case study at a single company, second a
in-depth case study at the same company and last a multiple case study at four Scandinavian
companies. The case descriptions provide answers to the overall purpose of the thesis, but they also
contribute to the general knowledge concerning APSs, as they describe industrial use of these
systems.
The study reveals several improvements that companies have achieved by implementing APSs and it
conclude that APSs can support the tactical planning process. The improvements are seen either as
results of process changes needed to implement the APS or the APS itself. Among the improvements,
centralizing, automatizing and streamlining of the tactical planning processes are three of the most
prominent. But several other improvements are also found, for example improvements concerning
the customer service level and inventory levels.
Although several successful implementations, it is not uncommon that implementations projects fail,
which is why companies need to be careful when deciding to invest in an APS. Factors found to be
linked to success concerning APS implementations are discussed, with the APS’s fit to the company’s
processes and existing systems along with promotional activities, either by a project champion or the
top management, are found to be important.
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Thesis outline
This thesis entitled Case studies in Advanced Planning Systems for tactical planning in process
industries is a Licentiate thesis in Production Economics at Linköping University. The outline of the
thesis is as follows. First, the frame of reference that the thesis is based on is presented, followed by
an account on and discussion of the methodology. The appended papers are thereafter presented
briefly, before the results and conclusions. Last, the papers (listed below) are appended in full.

Appended papers

Paper 1
APS for Tactical Planning in a Steel Processing Company
Cederborg, O. and Rudberg, M.
This paper is submitted for publication in Industrial Management & Data Systems. A draft version of
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Groningen, The Netherlands

Paper 2
Capable-to-promise for Segmented Customers in a Capacity Constrained Manufacturing
Environment
Cederborg, O. and Rudberg, M.
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Assessing factors affecting results of APS implementations
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Introduction

This thesis concerns the area of advanced planning systems (APSs) as used to support the tactical
planning process in manufacturing companies, with special focus on the process industry. In this
chapter the background and the reasons for conducting this research are presented, as well as the
aims and objectives with the research.

1.1

Background and problem area

For many years companies have been pressured to find new or better ways to create customer value,
leading to them searching in all directions for methods to improve their overall performance. As a
result of this a growing interest in logistics and supply chain management (SCM) emerged in the 90’s,
as it was seen as a way of both reducing cost and enhancing service (Christopher, 1998). Now, more
than a decade later, SCM, is still a topic of immediate interest which can be described as a holistic
approach to managing across the boundaries of companies and processes and an understanding that
overall business performance is a function of the whole chain rather than individual companies (Slack
et al., 2006). The planning of operations and processes within a supply chain is a demanding task, as
the multitude of products all need to share the supply chain’s limited resources. This supply chain
planning (SCP) has for many years been a top priority for many companies, as the holistic approach
to the coordination and integration of key business activities is a means to decrease supply chain
costs and hence increase profits (Gupta and Maranas, 2003). For the last decade APSs have been
promoted as enablers of a more efficient planning of the entire supply chain and therefore the
expectation on APSs have been high. This thesis aims at investigating APSs usage and exploring how
companies can utilize these systems to their best benefit.
In the 90’s a new set of IT systems began to enter the market, systems meant to keep track of and
streamline the information flows within a company (Davenport, 1998). These systems were called
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, a term which is believed to have emerged from the two
terms materials requirements planning (MRP) and manufacturing resource planning (MRPII) (Klaus et
al., 2000). MRP and MRPII had until then been one of the leading planning philosophies in
manufacturing companies around the world. The ERP systems as such were an extension from MRP
and MRPII systems, with means to handle functions outside of the manufacturing such as finance,
sales, distribution and human resources. But in addition to the proposed improvements, ERP was
adopted by many companies as a way of addressing legacy systems software that were not Y2K
compliant (Jacobs and Weston, 2007), which also was a factor that affected the successful
introduction of ERP systems.
Akkermans et al (2003) concluded that the four major limitations of the first generation of ERP
systems were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Their insufficient functionality to cross organizational borders.
Their inflexibility to the ever changing supply chain needs.
Their lack of functionality beyond managing transactions.
Their closed and non-modular system architecture.

But both Lütke Entrup (2005) and Gupta and Kohli (2006) states that an important characteristic of
ERP systems is that the modularity allows implementation of selective modules to fit the needs of a
specific company. The ERP systems of today may thus have emerged beyond some factors that the
Akkermans et al study showed, but the other three limitations are still valid concerning ERP systems.
The inflexibility concerning business processes and organization (1 and 2) forces companies to
thoroughly consider how much they can adapt to the system without losing business advantages
(Shehab et al., 2004; Davenport, 1998; Slack et al., 2006). Issues related to the planning procedure
1

(3), are; fixed lead times as the base for the plan, batch sizing without considering interdependencies
and long processing times leading to low planning frequency, which in turn leads to plans being out
of date towards the end of the planning period (Lütke Entrup, 2005). In the planning process there is
no possibility to take into account both the need for materials and the need for production capacity
at the same time, which would give a better and more reliable plan. APSs aim at doing just that,
taking into account several constraints at the same time and optimizing the plan with the goal of
minimizing cost or maximizing profit. The idea is for APS to be an improvement of some of the
limitations to the ERP systems and work as an add-on to ERP systems. The aim is for APSs to improve
the planning process itself, which can be described as:
“The process of setting goals for the organization and choosing various ways to use the
organization’s resources to achieve the goals.”
(APICS, 2008)
Imagine a manufacturing company with a make to order situation with almost 200 products groups,
each group consisting of several products, a make to stock situation with 360 stock keeping units
(SKUs), almost 100 stock points worldwide, more than 10,000 customers and fluctuating demand.
Add to this a production with more than 100 defined resources, 20 possible bottlenecks depending
on the product mix, small batch sizes and high product variety and you will certainly see the
complexity associated with the company’s planning. Choosing the best ways to use the organization’s
resources with respect to the overall goals of the company is way beyond what is possible to do
without the use of supporting tools. The described example is from a specific company, but the
situation is not unique, it is the reality for many companies today, which explains their search for
planning support. APS offer this support and several companies have chosen to implement one or
several APS modules, but has the APS improved these companies overall performance? Research on
companies that have implemented APS have revealed several positive effects, see for instance
Stadtler and Kilger (2008), but is this the whole truth? Are the success stories presented in literature
a representative selection of companies who have tried to implement APS? There is no argument
about that the promising results when looking at the systems as such, but do they deliver what is
expected of them and how should companies act to make the most of their APS?

1.2

Scope

The scope of this thesis is aspects concerning the implementation and the use of APS in Scandinavian
process industries. This is partly a practical and financial setting, meaning that the Scandinavian
countries are easy accessible and that the funding of the project by VINNOVA (The Swedish
Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems) require usability for Swedish companies, whereas
Scandinavian settings can be considered applicable for Swedish companies.
Findings by Gruat La Forme et al. (2009) show that a majority of the APS modules implemented at 50
studied companies supports their downstream processes, concerning forecasting and sales. Also, the
study points to the fact that 53% of the implemented modules concern the tactical level, 36%
concern the operational level and only 11% concern the strategic level. On the other hand, Wiers
(2009) states that a majority of APS implementations are in the production scheduling domain, which
also were one of the findings of a study conducted in the beginning of this project (Cederborg and
Kjellsdotter, 2007). Nevertheless, this study puts focus primarily on the tactical planning process,
including the APS modules; multi-site master planning (MP) and demand planning (DP). The tactical
planning process concern several important tasks with a mid-term planning horizon. One of these is
forecasting future demand on an aggregated level. This forecast is used when planning how to utilize
the available production capacities of one or more production facilities in the most efficient way,
which also is a tactical planning task. The aggregation on this level helps to simplify the model’s
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complexity, which allows for the use of optimization engines to improve the planning (Stadtler and
Kilger, 2008). This makes the tactical planning level an interesting process to study.
The demand fulfilment module (DF) is also included in the scope. This module uses results from the
two modules DP and MP as input and is often implemented together with these two modules. One
reason for the implementation of DF is that the question of improving the reliability of delivery
promises is a very important task when implementing an APS (Gruat La Forme et al., 2009) and DF is
a module with the ability to improve this measure. Hence DF is a more or less integrated part of
many APS solutions and included in the study. This gives a scope not only concerning the actual
planning, but also covering the utilization of the plans in DF, illustrated by the white modules shown
in Figure 1. Explicitly stated, the scope of this thesis is the implementation and use of the three APS
modules MP, DP and DF.

procurement

production

distribution

sales

Strategic /
Long term

Tactical /
Mid term

Multi-site Master Planning

Operational /
Short term

Demand
Planning

Demand
Fulfillment &
ATP/CTP
Supply
Management

Production
Management

Distribution
Management

Demand
Management

Figure 1 Scope of the thesis

1.3

Research aim and research questions

There is sometimes a view that APSs solve the planning problems within any company and create an
optimal plan. Partly, this is because of researchers emphasizing the usability of APSs in industry
settings and pointing out that APSs are a possibility for companies to increase their overall
competitiveness (Lütke Entrup, 2005; Bixby et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2001; Neumann et al., 2002). If
this was true without exception it should hence be beneficial for any company to implement any APS,
but criticism is raised that the systems are not able to support all processes and contexts (Gruat La
Forme et al., 2005; Setia et al., 2008). Both Gruat La Forme et al. and Setia et al. call for more
research studying the real added value of APS implementations in the contexts of several companies’
unique situations and contexts. Also, Wiers (2009) opinion is that there is too few accounts on
implementation issues concerning APSs. The overall aim and hence the purpose of this research is:
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…to find out if and how APSs can support the tactical planning processes and add value
to the company.

In order to achieve this there is a need to get a better understanding of the industrial use of APS,
which is lacking in the literature today. Not to say that there are no published accounts on APS in
industry, but there are too few to get a good and firm base. Because of this, it will also be beneficial
for this research, and the academic community, to study APSs in an industrial setting, to add to the
body of knowledge concerning practical use of APS.
As stated above, the overall aim of this research is to find out if and how the tactical planning
processes can be supported by APS. The tactical planning level is supported by the APS modules MP
and DP and the result from these modules is utilized by DF (Figure 1). This means that, in order to
refine the research, the first part of the aim can be split into the following three broad research
questions:
RQ 1.
RQ 2.
RQ 3.

How does the use of an APS affect the Demand Planning process?
How does the use of an APS affect the Master Planning process?
How does the use of an APS affect the Demand Fulfilment process?

A company’s goal is always economical, one way or another, which means that possible changes in
processes need to be realized as real value if they are to be interesting for companies, which also is
stated in the overall research aim. This raises the question of what real value is to a company? Lower
inventory levels are not in itself real value, but inventory cost money and less inventory cost less
money, hence the value of inventory reduction. Increased service level leads to increased customer
satisfaction, which leads to increased customer loyalty, which leads to increased profitability and
revenue growth (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). The reduction of inventory and the increase of service
level are two effects that are experienced in APS projects (Kilger, 2008; Jonsson et al., 2007), but of
course there are more effects that companies have experienced. If these effects lead to real value, it
is interesting for companies to strive for them, and it is an interesting phenomenon to study. So in
order to deepen the understanding of the answers to the first three questions there is also a need to
understand the concept of effects and how the effects can be achieved, which is why the following
questions needs to be answered.
RQ 4.
RQ 5.

What effects can be expected from APS implementations?
How can a company achieve the effects from an APS implementation?

To process of deriving and answering these five questions is described in Figure 2. Initial theoretical
studies and a market analysis (abridged in chapter 2.4) led to identifying the diverse opinions on if
APSs actually are beneficial for companies and organisations.
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Case study 2
Case study 1
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Literature studies

2007

2008

2009

2010

Figure 2 Research process

The uncertainty concerning if APSs are beneficial or not first led to three research questions, focusing
on how APS affect the tactical planning processes. The stated uncertainties and the three questions
in turn raised the question of effects from APS, as this is an important issue in the possible future
industrial use of APS. This led to two more questions, focusing on effects and the achieving of them.
These questions are divided into two groups, the first concerning how APS affect the tactical planning
processes and the second group focusing on the effects of APS and how to achieve these effects.
Continuing theoretical studies have been undertaken parallel to the case studies, which are meant to
answer the research questions. A description on how the research questions are connected to the
case studies and to the three papers is provided in chapter 3.2.
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2

Frame of reference

This chapter provides the frame of reference which is the foundation of this thesis. It gives insight
into some planning concepts and gives a more detailed description of APS. Also, the term APS as such
is discussed and described, as the definition of APS is somewhat uncertain and fuzzy. The first part
presents an overview of the evolution of APS and the different systems are explained further in the
following sections.

2.1

Planning Systems – a brief history

First, the intention is to shed some light on the evolutionary path of APS. The information in this
chapter is based on Jacobs and Weston (2007) and Mabert (2007) unless otherwise stated.
One of the first contributions to the development of material planning systems was the use of
mathematical formulas in order to decide batch sizes in production (Harris, 1913). Harris’s, now well
known, economic order quantity (EOQ) was one of the first applications in the production area and it
has, since then, been studied by many researchers and is still used in companies around the world.
Approximately 20 years after Harris, R. H. Wilson presented a method that handled the complex
problem of warehousing in two parts, part one was to decide the size of orders (EOQ) and part two
was to decide at which inventory level a replenishment order would be initiated (the reorder point).
Wilsons work led to the development of several different, but basic, stock management systems that
were executed manually with pen and paper or with simple tabulating/accounting machines. During
the Second World War, Ford Motor Company produced B-24 bombers with a maximum production
rate of 25 planes per day. In total, each plane consisted of about 30,000 components, which is why a
complicated system with tabulating machines, punch card machines and so on was used. This system
was one of the first MRP-system and this logic is still used in different applications today.
In the 60’s the general primary company focus was on cost, which resulted in product focused
production strategies based on mass production and cost minimization. This led to the introduction
of computerized order point systems, with calculations of EOQ and economic reorder points on a
weekly basis, which met the needs of the companies at this time. During this decade new MRP
systems, with new computer technology, were introduced. These included the best known
methodology in order to handle materials planning and scheduling for complex products. These new
MRP systems used the new technology's Random Access Memory to store data, which actually was
what made these systems possible since database searches no longer had to be done sequential. The
early MRP systems were big and costly, especially since they were built on mainframe computer
systems that required massive technical support. The continuing development of storage media with
more capacity is a major part in the development of integrated business systems. In 1975 IBM
launched the Manufacturing Management and Account System (MMAS), which some consider to be
the precursor of today's ERP-system. The system created accounting transactions, work costs and
updated forecast that were based on both stock and production transactions. It could also generate
production order from customer orders through a BOM.
At the start of the 80’s American industries faced challenges with their production processes. Oliver
Wight, an expert in production control and one of the pioneers in MRP during the 60’s, noticed this
and emphasized that the companies needed integration between production, planning and other
production functions. Wight minted the name MRP II, which he defined as:
“a system that includes the financial planning as well as planning in units; it also includes
a simulation capability. From a management point of view, MRPII means that the tools
are being used for planning the activities of all functions of a manufacturing company.”
(Wight, 1984).
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This was a starting shot for ERP, although the term ERP had not been minted yet. MRP II was
developed to include technical areas such as production development and production processes in
combination with the previous functions production planning, purchasing, inventory control and
distribution (Klaus et al., 2000). In the early 90´s the analytical firm Gartner Group minted the term
ERP, with the intention to mark that a new era of enterprise systems had started. ERP is a
comprehensive system meant to integrate all processes within a company by using a central
database where all data is stored (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Anatomy of an ERP system (Davenport, 1998)

The database draws data from and feeds data to applications supporting a varsity of functions within
a company, including finance, manufacturing, inventory, human resource, service, sales and delivery
(Davenport, 1998).
The production planning in ERP systems is based on the MRP methodology, which assumes that;
capacities are infinite, all customers, products and materials are of equal importance and certain
parameters (such as lead times and routings) are or can be fixed (David et al., 2006; Waller, 2003).
These drawbacks have cleared the way for APS, which try to find feasible, near optimal plans across
the supply chain as a whole, while potential bottlenecks are considered explicitly (Stadtler and Kilger,
2008)

2.2

Production and Supply Chain Planning

The planning of a manufacturing company is usually based around the following questions: What
should be manufactured? How much should be manufactured? When should the manufacturing take
place? What resources should be used? (Olhager, 2000) In most companies the planning is divided
into three hierarchical levels; strategic, tactical and operational planning, where the first usually
8

extends beyond two years and coincides with the time horizon for changing the supply chain layout.
The second ranges from three months to two years and coincides with the time needed for changes
in the production capacity. The operational planning level ranges from zero to three months and
covers the time needed to effect changes in the production. Planning far into the future requires
products to be bundled into groups and time buckets to be larger (weeks or months instead of days
or hours), the longer the horizon the larger the product groups and time buckets (Krajewski et al.,
2007). This is a way of eliminating or evening out uncertainties and fluctuations in, for instance,
demand and capacity. The aggregated plan on higher levels is disaggregated throughout the
company, to set frames for the more detailed plans on lower hierarchical levels.
A common method to use, still today, is MRP, which is based on the bill of materials (BOM) and
basically explodes the requirements for a top level product through the BOM and hence generates
the requirement for all components individually (Browne et al., 1996). MRP systems can also be
enhanced with pegging, which is a method to keep track of relations between orders, so that
identification of dependent demand is possible, which is useful when unplanned events occur. The
planning horizon in MRP must be at least as long as it allows planning the production of all possible
products, but usually it’s longer to facilitate visibility of future capacity requirements (ibid.).
The MRPII system uses the MRP logic as a base, but it also transforms the materials demand into
capacity demand. Trough backward and forward planning, a possible production schedule can be
derived, which is followed by various capacity adjustments. Although the system calls for several
loops in the process, the practical implementation of MRPII were in most cases linear (Klaus et al.,
2000). This could point to the fact that the system as used in industry performed worse than it could
if installed in its most advanced way, which is also seen in some APS implementations (Cederborg,
2010)
In ERP systems the planning procedures as such is not far from MRPII, the big improvement is that
ERP can integrate all organizational parts and hence enhance the visibility throughout the
organization (Slack et al., 2006). The planning in traditional ERP starts with the loading, which is the
allocation of work needed to fulfil the demand or the forecast to certain processes. After the loading
the sequencing takes place, where there are possibilities to prioritize work based on for instance;
customer priority, due date or other sequencing rules. The scheduling is the next step and this is the
production of a detailed timetable showing when activities should start and end (ibid.)
The planning of supply chains increases the planning complexity as more participants in the chain are
involved in the processes. When the planning concerns more than one company, as it often do in
supply chains, the departments, divisions, factories and individual decision makers make the planning
imbalanced and it is often hard to centralize the decisions, leading to sub optimization and a nonholistic view of the supply chain (Pibernik and Sucky, 2007). Frisk et al. (2010) suggest that an
independent model might be easier for the different companies to accept, than one company in the
supply chain making all the planning decisions. To solve this, APS could be a solution, as these
systems are able to conduct planning of the entire supply chain.

2.3

Advanced Planning Systems

Advanced Planning System is a term that was minted by several system vendors in the 90´s as they
launched their systems (Stadtler and Kilger, 2008). A reason for them to do this was to distinct their
new planning support systems from the traditional planning systems provided within ERP. A problem
with this way of inventing the term is that there is no firm definition to be found saying what should
be included within a planning system to call it APS.

9

This is not only an APS related problem, Klaus et al. (2000) describe the same problem with ERP and
have three distinct definitions; the generic ERP, the packaged and pre-configured ERP and the
installed and individualized ERP. According to Klaus et al., the characterization should focus on the
generic packages as all configurations and adaptations have made a generic description impossible.
The concept Supply Chain Management is also subject for inconsistent views as some people for
instance use it as a synonym for Logistics and some use it to mark the integration of all key business
processes in the supply chain (Cooper et al., 1997).
Even the abbreviation APS isn´t consistent as some authors use APS as an abbreviation for Advanced
Planning and Scheduling, but the meaning is in fact the same as for Advanced Planning System
(APICS, 2008).

2.3.1 The definition of APS
The Association for Operations Management (APICS) define APS as:
“Techniques that deal with analysis and planning of logistics and manufacturing
during short, intermediate, and long-term time periods. APS describes any computer
program that uses advanced mathematical algorithms or logic to perform
optimization or simulation on finite capacity scheduling, sourcing, capital planning,
resource planning, forecasting, demand management, and others. These techniques
simultaneously consider a range of constraints and business rules to provide real-time
planning and scheduling, decision support, available-to-promise, and capable-topromise capabilities. APS often generates and evaluates multiple scenarios.
Management then selects one scenario to use as the “official plan.” The five main
components of APS systems are (1) demand planning, (2) production planning, (3)
production scheduling, (4) distribution planning, and (5) transportation planning.”
(APICS, 2008)
APICS’s definition of APS is quite broad and does not clearly state any firm boundaries when deciding
if a specific system from a specific vendor is APS or not. Still, it puts focus on some of the
characteristics of APS, which are important to keep in mind when discussing these systems.
According to APICS an APS should therefore:
1. Use advanced mathematics to perform optimization or simulation.
2. Consider finite resources.
3. Include at least one of the following components:
a. Demand planning
b. Production planning
c. Production scheduling
d. Distribution planning
e. Transportation planning
To state that an APS should include some predetermined modules would be to narrow the definition
too much, as there are many vendors focusing on just one or two modules. Also, there are
possibilities to utilize one module for several tasks, for instance the tactical planning module can
under some conditions be used for more detailed scheduling. The characteristics of the system as
such should decide if it is an APS, not the width of it. The use of optimization is an important
characteristic, as it both improves the possible solutions and decrease the computing time
dramatically. Also, the consideration of finite resources should be included, as this is very important
if the created plan should be applicable in practice.
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The book Supply Chain Management and Advanced Planning, edited by Stadtler and Kilger (2008),
does not explicitly define APS. Instead it states that the term has been launched by different
software vendors independently, which is why they put focus on identifying the common, underlying
structure of the most commonly used APS. One conclusion is that APS consists of several software
modules, each of them covering a certain range of planning tasks according to the supply chain
planning matrix developed by Rohde and Meyr (2000) (Figure 4).

Figure 4 The Supply Chain Planning Matrix (Rohde and Meyr, 2000)

In the supply chain planning matrix (Figure 4) two dimensions are used when classifying the planning
tasks; planning horizon and supply chain process. The tasks are those that typically are present in
most supply chain types (Fleischmann et al., 2008). With the supply chain planning matrix as a base,
Meyr et al. (2008) lists which of the processes in the matrix that are supported by which APS modules
(Figure 5), which gives a structure of APS that can be used when describing what module is studied
and hence, which planning problems the module in question supports.
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Figure 5 Typical APS modules covering the SCM matrix (Meyr et al., 2008)

Strategic network planning covers all long-term planning processes with extra weight given to plant
location and design of the physical distribution structure. Demand planning (DP) covers the strategicand mid-term sales planning. Demand fulfilment and ATP/CTP (DF) is used in the short term sales
planning, e.g. when making delivery promises. Multi-site Master planning (MP) can be seen as the
hub of the planning modules, where the supply chain’s resources are taken into consideration in the
mid-term planning level. Production planning and scheduling covers processes such as lot-sizing,
machine scheduling and shop floor control. Transport planning and distribution planning is often
covered by two different modules, which together covers the mid- and short-term distribution
processes. Purchasing and material requirements planning is connected to the mid- and short-term
procurement processes. These processes are often supported by the ERP system. Although, when it
comes to material or components an APS can take into consideration alternative suppliers, quantity
discounts and lower or upper quantity limits.
Looking at APS in this module-wise way fills the purpose of organizing the systems structure into
smaller parts which makes it easier to study. Also, it is in parity with many of the vendors’ views,
which makes it useful for practitioners.
Lütke Entrup (2005) uses the module matrix (Figure 5) as a structural base when discussing APS, but
he also lists a number of common characteristics among APS;





They are decision support tools (not transaction systems)
They can compute plans and schedules for multiple variables and constraints simultaneously.
They use advanced methods and algorithms to solve optimization problems.
They provide a very high processing speed.

These characteristics correspond with what is stated by APICS, but are even more focused towards
the optimization, as this provides the possibility to plan with multiple variables and utilize a high
processing speed.
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Several authors emphasize the fact that APS is a decision support system, a computer system
designed to assist managers in selecting and evaluating courses of action by providing a logical,
usually quantitative, analysis of the relevant factors (APICS, 2008), and stresses that the planners
should make the final decisions, as they have insight into the particular supply chain, know about the
system constraints and also have a general knowledge about feasibility in the plans that are created
(McKay and Wiers, 2003; Rudberg and Thulin, 2009). Planners also do the modelling and make the
decisions regarding use of input to the model, for example business rules to guide the planning
engine.
The definitions of APS discussed in the previous have led to the following combined definition: APS is
a decision support system that uses advanced optimization methods, handles finite resources,
includes at least some of the modules from the matrix in Figure 5 and has higher processing speed
than traditional ERP systems. Due to the fact that Figure 5 is a well-known illustration of APS, it will
be used as an illustrative base in this thesis. This is, apart from being familiar, a structured way of
identifying APS, which will serve its purpose well here. The purpose being to identify the scope and
focus of the research, but also to compare case descriptions.

2.3.2 Comparing ERP and APS
When discussing and studying APSs a comparison with ERP systems is not unusual. This is not
surprising, as APSs are meant to improve the planning within ERP systems, by extracting data from
them, making calculations and then returning the data. Lütke Entrup (2005) lists some differences
between the planning constituted within traditional ERP and planning with the use of APS (Table 1),
which puts focus on what additional functionalities an APS intend to add to the ERP system.
Areas
Planning philosophy

Business driver
Industry scope
Major business areas supported
Information flow
Simulation capabilities
Ability to optimize cost, price, profit
Manufacturing lead-times
Incremental planning
Speed of (re-) planning
Data storage for calculations

Traditional ERP

APS

Planning without concidering the limited
availability of key resources required for
executing the plans
Goal: First-cut requirements estimate, feasible
plans
Push

Planning provides feasible and reasonable
plans based on the limited availability of key
resources

Sequential and top-down

Integrated and simultaneous

Goal: Optimal plans
Pull

Manufacturing coordination

Satisfaction of customer demand

Primarily discrete manufacturing

All industries including process industries

Transaction: Financials, Controlling,
Manufacturing, HR
Top down

Planning: Demand, Manufacturing, Logistics,
Supply Chain
Bi-directional

Low

High

Not available

Available

Fixed

Flexible

Not available

Available

Low

High

Database

Memory-resistant

Table 1 Traditional ERP versus APS (Lütke Entrup, 2005)

These proposed differences between traditional ERP and APS are important when trying to get the
picture of what APS is. APS is a planning tool and when the complexity of the planning calls for more
sophisticated support than what MRP offers, APS is more suited than ERP to handle it. ERP is a
transactional system and when it comes to handling transactions within a company it is more suited
than APS (which is not able to handle transactions at all). This is an important distinction to make. As
the two types of systems are not designed to handle the same processes and problems, they are not
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really fit to be compared as in Table 1. Although if the comparison is seen as a way to describe what
APS are and which functionality the systems provide, then the table fills its purpose.
The contents of Table 1 needs to be clarified, for instance, the simulation within APS is in most
systems what-if analyses, which also is what APICS states about simulation within MRP II (APICS,
2008). This implies that the simulation possibilities should be somewhat similar in ERP and APS, but
since APS uses more advanced mathematics and also uses the computers random access memory,
which gives faster processing, the capability is probably higher in APS than in ERP. Also, a few APS
vendors have incorporated real simulation capabilities in their APS packages which perhaps will be
more and more common in the years to come. A question can though be raised concerning the push
vs. pull planning philosophies since both can exist in both APSs and ERP systems. This makes this
push vs. pull distinction between the different systems too simplified to describe the reality in a good
way.

2.3.3 Tactical planning with APS
The tactical (or mid-term) planning level, which is the scope of this thesis, consists of tasks handling
capacity, materials, distribution and mid-term sales planning (Figure 4). These tasks are primarily
supported by the master planning and demand planning modules, but to some extent also by the
demand fulfilment module, which uses the output from the master planning module as a frame
when creating order promises (Figure 5). These three modules are described into more detail in the
following, starting with the demand planning module.
Forecasting future demand is an important task and the forecast is crucial when conducting supply
chain decisions, as they should be based on customer orders and planned sales or forecasts.
Consequently, several APS modules use the output from DP as input, for instance the Strategic
Network Design module, the Master Planning module and the Production Planning module. On all
decision levels there is a need to know the future demand and the purpose of the demand planning
is to improve decisions affecting the demand accuracy and calculations of buffers and safety stocks
(Wagner, 2008). The DP module in an APS supports the forecasting process mathematically by using
several different statistical forecasting methods in different settings. It also supports the use of
judgmental (or manual) forecasts, either as forecasting method itself or as a way of adjusting the
final forecast to utilize the advantages of both methods. In addition to this, the DP module also
supports the method of collaborative forecasts, where input can be collected from all involved
departments, including customers, to make sure that as much as possible of the relevant information
is used (Lütke Entrup, 2005). This collaboration is also a way to get an organizational agreement
regarding the planning result, as it is based on the forecast (ibid.). One of the beneficial
functionalities of the DP module is the ability to easily aggregate and disaggregate forecasts based on
different customer segments, product groups, time buckets or internal organizational functions. This
gives managers and other users an overview of the forecast on whatever dimension and level
desired.
The master planning module (MP), or multi-site master planning module as it is sometimes called,
supports decisions concerning the planning of capacity in terms of production, distribution or supply
across the supply chain. The aim is to synchronize the flow of materials through the supply chain and
avoid overloading of bottlenecks and other resources. MP has also the ability to allocate production
volumes to different sites in order to even out the loadings and get a better plan. Because of the
target of evening out the loadings, it is important that the planning horizon covers at least one
seasonal cycle, as the peak season demand must be evened out over the off season (Rohde and
Wagner, 2008). The results from MP are used as targets or frames for several other APS modules (or
other systems), which are depending on the plan from MP. The data in MP is in an aggregated form,
both concerning product groups and concerning time slots, and also, only bottleneck or possible
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bottleneck resources are modelled, to decrease the complexity and uncertainty. Because of this it is
possible to conduct optimization on the data in MP, which brings the possibility to use different
objectives, such as minimizing cost or maximizing revenue or profit (ibid.). This optimization is often
based on a mix of internally developed solvers and commercial ones (Lütke Entrup, 2005).
The module called demand fulfilment (DF) supports the allocation of products or resources to
incoming customer orders. Basically the demand fulfilment module gets an order request, looks for
available products or production capacity, if found it allocates this to the order and returns a delivery
promise. This question, concerning giving accurate order promises is one of the most important
issues for companies with order driven production. It has also been shown to be one of the main
reasons for companies to implement APS (Gruat La Forme et al., 2009). The achievement of more
accurate order promises is dependent on how the company succeed in aligning their order promising
and planning processes with the actual production constraints facing them. These production
constraints are either related to the availability of material (raw material, modules, finished goods,
etc.) or to the availability of production capacity. The quoting of materials is labelled Available-topromise and the quoting of production capacity is labelled Capable-to-promise. Traditionally, if
material has not been available, the order promising has been based on the planned production lead
time (Kilger and Meyr, 2008). Today this is not sufficient if the company wants to keep up with the
competition, which Bixby et al. (2006) also describe. Modern APS based solutions offer these more
sophisticated CTP solutions which use accepted orders, production capacity and forecasts to
calculate a more realistic delivery date. These solutions aims at improving the on-time-delivery by
generating reliable quotes, reducing the number of missed business opportunities by searching more
effectively for a feasible quote and increasing revenue and profitability by offering less discounts due
to high inventory levels and hence increasing the average sales price (Kilger and Meyr, 2008). In the
process of quoting order promises, some companies have to choose between orders, as they don’t
have the capacity to fulfil all demand. By introducing customer segmentation in this process, the
utilization of the resources can be primarily reserved for high prioritized customers and hence the
company rejects some order requests. The use of revenue based management in this process gives
an opportunity to keep the overall profitability in focus (Kirche and Srivastava, 2003). Bixby et al.
(2006) found that the CTP application improved the on time delivery most during periods with high
demand. This led to the conclusion that the system is most helpful when the demand and the
business complexity increase, which also is an intuitive conclusion.

2.4

The use of Advanced Planning Systems

The important area for APS is the industrial setting, where the systems are meant to serve as
enablers for more effective planning. In spite of this, there are not that many cases describing the
implementation aspects and use of APS (Wiers, 2009). As an indicator, a simple search on Scopus for
“Advanced Planning Systems” or “Advanced Planning and Scheduling” combined with “case study”
returns 26 articles. A search for “Enterprise Resource Planning” and “case study” returns 548 articles.
This also indicates what Wiers stated, that there is quite a big gap to fill in describing real life
situations where an APS is concerned.
In the beginning of the research leading to this thesis a study was conducted with focus on examining
the market for APS in Sweden, from the vendors point of view (Cederborg and Kjellsdotter, 2007).
The study focuses on commercial off the shelf APS and is based on interviews with vendors and
consultants acting on the Swedish market. It is presented in an abridged version here:
The vendor selection for the study was based on practical issues, meaning that the authors were
trying to get in touch with every APS vendor they heard about, asking for an interview. Also the
annual Plan conference in Stockholm 2007 was used to get in touch with vendors. Vendors that for
some reason wouldn’t agree to an interview or, as one vendor, wanted sole right to the study, were
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excluded. The studied APS vendors were: i2 Technologies, IFS, Lawson, Oracle, SAP, Syncron and
Zemeter. In retrospect it has been shown that ComActivity and IBS, two companies that were
included in the study, should have been excluded as their systems do not have the characteristics to
make them classified as APSs. Because of this they are not included in this abridged version.
In the literature a number of selection criteria have been suggested to obtain an objective and
structured comparison between different software vendors. Stadtler and Kilger (2005) use several
selection criteria when discussing the selection process of an APS. Furthermore, Shehab et al (2004)
have in a comprehensive review of research literature from 1990 to 2003 identified 29 different ERP
selection criteria. It is of interest to examine some of these criteria and how vendors on the Swedish
market response to them. The criteria investigated here are divided into three groups, functional
criteria, vendor specific criteria and the user situation. Functional criteria are about the application,
the vendor specific criteria submit to the APS vendor, and the user situation refers to how the system
appears from the user’s perspective.
The functional criteria are partly based on the supply chain planning matrix (Figure 4), which
considers planning horizon and planning processes and is useful when studying if and how different
APS differ in the context of supported planning processes. The matrix and the ways the processes are
supported by different APS are therefore of uttermost interest when choosing a system to fit a
specific company’s unique requests. The nine APS modules that support the processes in the matrix
(Figure 5) are therefore listed for each vendor. Another thing to pay attention to when studying APS
is what optimization possibilities the system offers. Some systems use commercial optimization
software, others use proprietary tools to solve more or less complicated optimization problems, such
as; cost minimization, lead time minimization or maximization of profit.
In order to derive proper plans it is important to have a strong integration between the APS and the
ERP systems. Stadtler and Kilger (2005) explain that the integration approaches for APS range from
vendor specific integration techniques to standard middleware systems. An advantage with internal
interfaces like the one between SAP R/3 and SAP APO is that it is easy to implement. Although data is
transferred relatively easy between R/3 and APO, data provided by external systems requires extra
interface programming. This being so, an interesting criterion is if the APS vendor also offers an ERP
system. Vendor specific middleware products and standard middleware products are open to other
systems but a standard middleware product is supported by a wider range of applications. In addition
to the integration technology, it is interesting to investigate the integration mode, which refers to
how the data from ERP and other applications is uploaded to the APS. Either online interfaces can be
used, which enables continuous update, or batch processing systems, where data is accumulated
over a period of time and processed as a single batch (Stair and Reynolds, 2003). In summary the
following criteria will be investigated; planning processes covered (shown in Table 2), optimization
engine, ERP system available, application integration and integration mode.
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Table 2 APS modules offered by the different vendors

Considering the functional criteria, i2 Technologies, Lawson, Oracle and SAP offered all of the
planning modules, whereas the other vendors missed at least the Strategic Network Planning, The
Distribution Planning and the Transport Planning modules. All vendors use optimization engines,
either proprietary or commercial, which also is one of the characteristics of APS. IFS, Lawson, Oracle
and SAP all offered complete ERP systems, which i2 Technologies, Syncron and Zemeter did not.
When looking at the integration all vendors use some kind of open integration technology, which
isn’t surprising since it can be seen as an adaptation to the market needs with multiple systems and
multiple vendors. Still some vendors use internal interfaces between their own products, but in those
cases they use other techniques to enable integration with other systems. All vendors offered both
batch- and online integration mode, since the two modes have different advantages.
Stair and Reynolds (2003) point out the importance of careful investigation of the vendors when
choosing a system as it is not only a matter of choosing the best software product but also choosing
the right long-term business partner. Criteria such as vendor reputation, financial stability,
experiences, number of installations, long term viability, years in the APS market, license fee, and
market shares are factors usually brought up in the literature to regard during the vendor evaluation
(Shehab et al., 2004). Industry focus and experiences are evaluated in this study with help of the
number of installations worldwide in different industry segment. Besides that the company focus is
compared, that is if the APS vendors concentrate on small, medium or large companies. Also the
number of installations in Sweden is evaluated with the aim of understanding the experiences on the
Swedish market. The criteria used to compare the APS vendors are; the industry focus and
experiences, number of installation in Sweden, years in the APS market, company focus, and license
fee (Table 3).
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Number of
Industry focus and experience
installations in
(number of customers in each sector)
Sweden

Year of APS
market entry

Company focus
(Small, Medium, Large)

License fee

i2
Technologies

Aero&defence(28), Auto(34), Consumer(115),
Energy&chemicals(38), HiTech(123),
Logistics(54), Metal(49), Pharma(23)

n/a

1988

L

over average

IFS

~150 in total, covering; aerospace and defense,
automotive, consumer goods, food and
beverage, high tech, machinery, retail

n/a

1997

ML

n/a

Lawson

Distribution(11), Fashion(a few),
Food&Beverage(58), Mining(1),
Manufacturing(421), Retail(2)

100 - 200

1998

ML

middle (based on size
and value for customer)

Oracle

~70 in total, covers more or less all industries

5 - 10

1995

L

over average

SAP

~1000 in total, covers more all less all industries

10 - 15

1998

L

over average

Syncron

Aerospace & Defense(1), Automotive(4),
Consumer Products(6), Industrial equipment(7),
Mining & Contstruction(5)

~10

2000

L

depends on complexity
of products, systems
and links in the chain

Zemeter

Chemical/Petrochemical industries(65),
Food/Beverage(29), SemiconductorHightech(10)

1

1993

ML

depends on number of
modules implemented

Table 3 Comparison on vendor specific criteria

Some of the selection criteria identified by Shehab et al. (2004) are the frequency of release updates,
the user support, the implementation time and user friendliness of the system. Since these criteria
state something about the user perspective they are grouped together. It is difficult to say something
about the user friendliness of the system, but the user interface could be one factor that has an
effect on the user friendliness. Also the client/server architecture will be evaluated. There are in
particular two architectures used; the three-tier client/server and/or the four-tier client/server
architecture. Three-tier architecture consists of client desktops, application servers and database
servers, whereas four-tier architecture also includes a web server located between the client and the
application server (Stair and Reynolds, 2003). The criteria investigated under the user perspective
are; user interface, architecture used, user support, implementation time and frequency of released
updates (Table 4).
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user interface client/server

user support

implementation time frequency of release

i2
Microsoft
Technologies Windows alike

4-tier

depends on the contract

n/a

1-2 releases per year

IFS

Microsoft
Windows alike

4-tier

depends on the contract

3 - 12 months

1-2 releases per year

Lawson

Microsoft
Windows alike

3-tier

depends on the contract

2 - 6 months

1-2 releases per year

Oracle

Microsoft
Windows alike

4-tier

depends on the contract

3 - 12 months

1 release per year

SAP

Microsoft
Windows alike

4-tier

depends on the contract

n/a

1 release every 2nd year

Syncron

n/a

4-tier

depends on the contract

~6 months

3 releases per year

Zemeter

Microsoft
Windows alike

4-tier

depends on the contract

~3 months

1-2 releases per year

Table 4 Comparison between systems regarding the user perspective

Both concerning the vendor specific criteria and the user perspective, there are no big differences
between the different vendors and systems; they all seem to be somewhat alike. Although there are
some differences that can be highlighted. The strategic network planning is a module that is used
quite seldom and in strategic projects, which can explain why only four of the seven vendors have
that module. Also the distribution planning and transportation planning modules are rare, with a
possible explanation that there are several niche vendors who supply this one product only and
therefore most likely can make a better adjustment to one or a few segments. Besides that, many
companies are outsourcing their transportation planning to logistics providers as Schenker and DHL,
which eliminates the need for this module.
When it comes to the vendor specific criteria, there does not seem to be any clear connection
between the system most used worldwide and the system most used in Sweden. Lawson is the
vendor that has the highest number of installations in Sweden, which could be explained by the fact
that the ERP system Movex is widely used in Sweden. The majority of the vendors concentrate on
larger companies and the reason might be that APS requires a well working ERP system, which larger
companies are more likely to have. There seem to be a connection between the license fee and the
company focus, where focus on large companies brings a higher license fee. Although, a reservation
must be made concerning the price as the license fee depends on the number of modules, number of
users, size of the company etc. An APS vendor in the upper layer might in some cases offer a better
price than a vendor in the lower price sector.
Considering the user perspective, implementation times estimated by the vendors are similar, yet
one should remember that the times given are direct information from consultants and vendors, not
actual implementations. When it comes to the architecture most vendors supply the customer with a
web server solution, which makes the system more flexible since it can be reached from anywhere.
The seven systems compared are similar in many aspects, for examples all use open technology to
integrate with other systems, online data transfer technique and user friendly interfaces. Most
vendors concentrate on larger companies and offer web server solutions. It has become apparent
that ERP systems many times contain much of the same functionality that APS. The problem often
refers back to where to draw the line between the APS and the ERP system. Many ERP systems
nowadays use finite capacity and material constraints, some simulation capability and more
advanced mathematical algorithms. The more used a module will be, the more likely it is to be
incorporated in tomorrow’s ERP systems. On the other hand ERP is still a transactional system and
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does not have the ability to support planning as an APS; this is in particular true for the modules at
strategic and tactical level. In theory APS also produce plans faster, as the data is processed in the
computer’s memory alone, and optimal plans as optimization tools are used.

2.5

Implementing APS

One goal of any organisation’s decision to change a system is of course a successful implementation
of the new system. When changes involve several functional areas in the supply chain, the possibility
of failure increase (Wetterauer and Meyr, 2008). Compared to an ERP implementation, which is a
huge process (Bingi et al., 1999) an APS implementation is usually a lot smaller and hence a lot
simpler. Cultural differences between APS and ERP concerning implementation methods,
documentation and process descriptions also exist according to Wiers (2002). The difference is that
the ERP implementation is a much more structured process than the APS implementation, which is
more ad-hoc based. Having an ad-hoc based implementation process is contrary to what is suggested
by literature, where many authors emphasize the need for a structured APS implementation process
(Kilger, 2008; Lütke Entrup, 2005; Wetterauer and Meyr, 2008).
As described in the previous chapter, the normal implementation time, according to APS vendors,
ranges from a few months to a year (Cederborg and Kjellsdotter, 2007), but the implementation time
strongly depends on the size of the project. In an APS project, three distinct phases can be
distinguished; the evaluation phase, the selection phase and the introduction phase (Wetterauer and
Meyr, 2008). The evaluation phase should result in a concept for the company’s future planning tasks
and processes, independent of what APS that might be selected or if any system at all should be
selected. The selection phase is crucial, since it is at this point the choice of system is to be made. The
market needs to be carefully examined and systems need to be compared. In this phase some of the
criteria presented in the previous chapter (Cederborg and Kjellsdotter, 2007) could be of use to
distinguish special characteristics of vendors and systems. The last phase, the introduction phase, is
the phase where the modelling takes place. The models must be developed to support all of the
planning tasks to be included at the company (see Figure 4 for example of planning tasks). In this
phase there is a need for experienced modellers, as APS tools can be insufficient in supporting the
modelling process (Zoryk-Schalla et al., 2004). Also, Zoryk-Shalla et al. reported on identifying many
difficulties during the implementation process, which could be directly linked to errors in the
modelling process. Another crucial issue in the introduction phase is the pre-implementation testing,
both concerning the integrity of data, the communication between models and the question of
response time (Bixby et al., 2006). This is also a conclusion by Kilger (2008), who found that the batch
interface was easy to implement, but the online integration wasn’t, as the demand for updated and
correct data became a problem.
The three described phases put focus on pre-implementation issues, to stress how important these
are. Also, Wetterauer and Meyr (2008) emphasize the importance of monitoring and controlling the
project, for instance with use of KPIs measuring factors such as delivery performance, supply chain
responsiveness, inventories and cost.

2.5.1 Effects achieved with APS
Considering the effects of ERP, Olhager and Selldin (2003) find that ERP implementations usually
don’t have that much effect on the inventory levels, on-time delivery or operating costs. They instead
point at other areas where ERP systems are beneficial, such as the availability of information, the
process integration and the information quality. Also, when asking about the future plans for
extending their ERP system, they find that about five per cent already had an APS module
implemented and 45 per cent of the companies were planning, or considering, extending their
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Increased planning (and replanning) speed
Reduced inventory levels

•

Reduced total cost
Improved forecast accuracy
Increased average sales price

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Reduced overtime in production

•

More synchronized production and demand
More optimized product mix with regard to resources
More stable system with less IT problems
Reduced non value added activities in production

•
•
•
•

•

Real time overview of the Supply Chain

Table 5 APS effects with references (Cederborg, 2010) ref

Rudberg and Thulin, 2009

•

Less emergency transports between DC:s

Intangibles

Gruat La Forme et al., 2009

•

Wagner and Meyr, 2008

Kilger and Meyr, 2008

•

Richter and Stockrahm, 2008

Kilger, 2008

Jonsson et al., 2007

•

Tinham, 2006

•

•

Increased customer service level
Tangibles

Gruat La Forme et al., 2005

•

Bixby et al., 2006

•
•
•

Lütke Entrup, 2005

Improved on-time-delivery

Schultz, 2002

Tang et al., 2001

system with an APS module. Any company that considers extending their system with an APS module
would naturally expect to gain from it. Although few (Wiers, 2009; Rudberg and Thulin, 2009), there
are articles where the use of and the achieved benefits from APS have been presented and discussed
(some of these are presented in Table 5).

•

•

•

•
•

(Gruat La Forme et al., 2005; Gruat La Forme et al., 2009; Rudberg and Thulin, 2009; Kilger and Meyr, 2008; Kilger, 2008; Richter and Stockrahm, 2008; Wagner and Meyr, 2008; Jonsson et al., 2007; Bixby et al., 2006; Tinham, 2006; Lütke Entrup, 2005; Schultz, 2002; Tang et al., 2001)

The most common effect found is reduced inventory level, which isn’t surprising, since inventory is
easy to measure and compare. Also, inventory is a way of securing supply, either for customers or for
internal processes (Krajewski et al., 2007) and as the planning gets more reliable, the need for extra
safety decrease. Another common effect from APS is improved on time delivery, which is tightly
connected to the use of demand fulfilment and CTP (Tinham, 2006; Kilger and Meyr, 2008; Schultz,
2002; Gruat La Forme et al., 2009), as the demand fulfilment module decides the delivery time for an
order and hence will improve this if functional. The improved forecast accuracy seen in several APS
cases is as much a result of the implemented system as it is a result of the new processes
implemented because of the new system (Gruat La Forme et al., 2009; Kilger, 2008; Bixby et al.,
2006). The need for effective processes around the APS is also emphasized by Jonsson et al. (2007),
when they study three companies using APS. They conclude that it is most likely that to achieve real
effects from APS there is a need for a proper planning organization and a companywide commitment
to the plan. One thing that Kilger (2008) concludes is that the benefits described in that case were
realised through the assignment of each major KPI to one responsible manager. This also facilitated
the continuing development of processes affecting the KPIs in question.
When studying published literature concerning effects of APS implementations there are several
accounts on observed effects, as just described. But when it comes to how to achieve these effects
there is a gap in the literature. Published articles mostly concern case studies on one or a few
companies with a good experience from APS systems, so called success stories. From these case
studies the effects in Table 5 have been derived, as it gives an indication of effects that could be
achieved with an APS in the best case. But how should a company act to be able to achieve these
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effects. The answer to that question can be labelled critical success factors (CSFs), which states what
areas to put focus on to achieve success.

2.5.2 Factors effecting the results of APS implementations
In literature there are, to the author´s knowledge, no accounts on CSFs concerning APS
implementations. Because of this the literature on ERP CSFs has been studied. The implementation
of an ERP system is a complex process that affects an entire company (Davenport, 1998). An APS is a
decision support system that, in most cases, adds functionality to an ERP system, as it extracts, treats
and returns data to the ERP system. Still, many IT systems implementations present similarities,
which is why this research is studying ERP CSFs and their applicability in APS implementations.
Several authors have published studies on ERP CSFs and they have all come to more or less the same
result in the sense that the factors they have derived are similar. Dezdar and Sulaiman (2009) and
Ngai et al. (2008) are two recent literature reviews on ERP CSFs, which have studied published
articles and come to similar conclusions concerning CSFs for ERP implementations. Grabski and Leech
(2007) have derived CSFs from a survey and have also concluded that there is interaction between
the groups of factors, meaning that a company needed more or less all of them to be successful.
Other published studies concerning ERP CSFs have also come to the same conclusions. A comparison
between two CSF settings is shown in Table 6, where the factors are structured in a way that makes
the similarities between the studies apparent.
Category
ERP technology

External expertise
ERP user

Organization

ERP project

CSF (Dezdar and Sulaiman)
Careful selection of ERP software
Software analysis, testing and troubleshooting
System quality

CSF (Ngai et al.)
Fit between ERP and business/process
Software development, testing and troubleshooting
Country related functional requirements
Data management
ERP vendor

Vendor support
Use of consultant
User training and education
User involvement
Top management support and commitment
Enterprise-wide communication and cooperation
Business plan and vision
Organizational culture
Appropriate business and IT legacy systems
Project management and evaluation
Business process reengineering and minimum customization
Change management programme
ERP team composition, competence and compensation
Project champion

Table 6 Comparison between two settings of ERP CSFs
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Top management support
Communication
Business plan/vision/goals/justification
Organizational characteristics
Appropriate business and IT legacy systems
National culture
Project management
Business process reengineering
Change management culture and programme
ERP teamwork and composition
Project champion
Monitoring and evaluation of performance
ERP strategy and implementation methodology

3

Methodology

In this chapter, the methodology applied in this research and the research process is presented.
Discussions are also made regarding the validity and reliability of the research and the results.

3.1

Research process

The research behind this thesis is part of a project named ISCAPS, which is short for “Integrating the
supply chain employing advanced planning systems”. This project is a collaboration between
Linköping University and Chalmers University of Technology, with one Ph.D. candidate and one
senior researcher at each university. The project is financed by Vinnova, which is the Swedish
governmental agency for innovation systems. Also, three consultant firms have supported the
project in kind, mainly by providing information on APS and suitable case companies to contact.
Initially in the ISCAPS project, before the research papers presented in this thesis, the study
presented in chapter 2.4 was conducted with the aim to explore the Swedish market for APS and to
get a better understanding of the systems in question (Cederborg and Kjellsdotter, 2007). In this
study several APS and ERP vendors were interviewed, to get their view of the current state. This
study worked as a catalyst for further research, as it helped derive interesting questions and create a
theoretical base within the project. One of the conclusions made were that APS might be more
beneficial at tactical and strategical planning levels, where the optimization engine is used.
The structure of the research is first to focus on one case where the situation is studied into detail.
The latter part of the research is focusing on the actual performance of these systems; a multiple
case study is conducted to search for similarities and differences among the studied companies and
their experiences from APS. The focus of this research has been to explain and understand APS. The
reason for choosing case studies is that the strategy suits well when working with this kind of
research (Yin, 2003). In addition to this, the first two parts of the research did require recurrent
interviews, as the information gathered each time led to a deeper understanding, which in turn led
to several new questions. Also, the need for diversified data collections demanded interviews to be
conducted with several persons. The choice of a multiple case study in the second part of the
research was a more difficult decision. Here there was also a possibility to conduct a survey. The
major issue pointing towards case studies was the possible need to ask deepening questions and
have a discussion with the interviewee about definitions. This, in combination with the fact that the
industrial use of APS at the tactical planning level is scarce, makes it very difficult to design and
conduct a survey with valid results. Also, when seeking information from managers, Stuart et al.
(2002) emphasizes that interviews without highly structured formats or strict adherence to prepared
questions may sometimes be the one way to get the best available information. In accordance to
this, all interviews in the study behind this thesis have been semi structured, with the interviewer
using a structured interview guide to make sure that all topics are covered.

3.2

Research design

The research design is based on the five research questions (chapter 1.3). The first study was
designed to help answer the first three questions, namely how the use of APS affects the DP, MP and
DF processes respectively. The second study was meant to answer the third research question, just
focusing on the DF process. When conducting these two studies evidence on results from APS
implementations were discovered, which made them contribute to the fourth research question
also. The third study was designed to answer the last two research questions, focusing on effects
from APS and how to achieve these effects. This is visualised in Figure 6.
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RQ1
How does the use of an APS affect
the Demand Planning process?
Case study 1:
SSAB Plate

Research paper one:
APS for Tactical Planning in
a Steel Processing Company

Case study 2:
SSAB Plate

Research paper two:
Capable-To-Promise for
Segmented Customers in a
Capacity Constrained
Manufacturing Environment

Multiple case study:
Four process industry
companies

Research paper three:
Assessing factors affecting
results of APS
implementations

RQ2
How does the use of an APS affect
the Master Planning process?
RQ3
How does the use of an APS affect
the Demand Fulfillment process?
RQ4
What effects can be expected from
APS implementations?
RQ5
How can a company achieve the
effects from an APS implementation?

Figure 6 Relations between studies, research papers and research questions

Throughout the entire research process, literature studies have been conducted, as shown in the
research model, Figure 2 chapter 1.3. These have been conducted both in order to find new
literature, but also to deepen the knowledge in certain areas connected to APS, such as revenue
management. Although this part has been very important in the research process it is not visualized
in Figure 6 above.

3.2.1 Case study 1
The first step of the research process behind this thesis was focused on the APS in use at the tactical
planning level at SSAB Plate. Here, the research aim was to understand and analyse the system and
the use of it in a process industry setting. At SSAB plate, several interviews were conducted, with
people in different positions, both users of the APS, people involved in the implementation and
people who worked in the surrounding areas, meaning that they either provided input to or used the
results from the APS. In addition to this, internal documentations were studied and meetings were
attended, all to get a comprehensive view of the studied system and also to validate the information
given. This first study led to research paper one , but the information gathered was also used in the
second research paper, as they concern the same company and hence it is impossible to separate the
knowledge gathered in the first study from the second.

3.2.2 Case study 2
In the second study the purpose was to examine the use of APS in the demand fulfilment process
more into detail to answer the third research question concerning DF. Data gathered in the first
study was even used here, as the first study had provided more in depth knowledge about the
demand fulfilment than what was needed in that study. In addition to this, interviews were
conducted with about the same selection of people as in the first study, internal documentation was
studied and meetings concerning the system were attended. Also, the author attended internal
training at the company, both to learn about the system, as well as to gather feedback and
information from people attending the course. This study led to research paper two, with focus on
answering the third research question.
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3.2.3 Case study 3
In the third step of the research process, a multiple case study was conducted at four companies that
have recently implemented APSs. In this study, the goal was to study what factors during an APS
implementation that might affect the results concerning the company as a whole. The initial contact
with the four companies was facilitated through one of the consultant firms involved in ISCAPS. This
firm has also been the subject of interviews, partly with the purpose to validate the data collected at
the companies, as both the consultants and the companies should provide comparable answers. The
third case study have led to research paper three, which have had the goal of answering the last two
research questions.

3.3

Research quality

In this chapter the quality of the research is discussed in terms of validity and reliability.

3.3.1 Validity
The quality of social studies, in which case studies are a part, is often examined with four tests;
construct validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability (Yin, 2003). This chapter addresses
these tests one by one, trying to address and explain the intentions and actions of the researcher.
Construct validity concerns using the correct measures to measure the phenomena it is supposed to
(Stuart et al., 2002). To ensure this, Yin (2003) suggests the following tactics:




Use multiple source of evidence
Establish chain of evidence
Have key informants review draft case study report

In this research multiple sources have been used frequently, in the first two studies several people
were interviewed at the same company and internal documentation was studied. In the third study
managers at the five studied companies and the consultant company was interviewed, with the
responses compared to ensure that correct data had been gathered. In the multiple case study, the
interviews were also recorded, to decrease the risk of missing any important information. Also, in the
multiple case study, drafts were sent to the interviewees after interviews, to minimize the risk of
misinterpretations. In the first two studies validation of the data was done on continuing meetings
and by having managers at the company read and comment the research several times during the
process. The researcher has also done his best to make sure that the chain of evidence is kept, as it
should be possible to trace the results backwards through the process.
Internal validity mainly concern explanatory studies (Yin, 2003) and focuses on the fact that studied
relationships are explained by the factors studied and not by other, unknown factors. In the
conduction of the multiple case studies, the researcher has tried to uphold the internal validity as to
including companies in the study which are much diversified and comparing them with regard to the
outcome.
The external validity test is concerned with whether the results from the study can be generalized
and applied in other cases. According to Yin (2003) the tactics to use to ensure the external validity is
to use theory in single case studies and to use replication logic in multiple case studies. The theory
used in all studies is suggesting that the results could be generalized. The key issue when generalizing
is to understand to what extent the generalization is possible. Concerning the practical use of the
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results, any company will need to look to their own structure when deciding if any results could be
applied to them. The theoretical contribution is ensured by use of known theory, as this is in
accordance with the results gained from the three studies.

3.3.2 Reliability
Reliability means a way to ensure that the results could be replicated. The recordings from interviews
and the documentation ensure that the data can be accessed again. But to ensure that another
researcher gathers the same data is more risky, since the researcher plays a big role in semi
structured interviews. Here, the ability to get the interviewee to feel comfortable and to get her or
him to discuss the interesting issues is of utmost importance. There is no possibility to guarantee this,
but under the assumption that the researcher in question uses the same structured interview guide
the results would most likely be the same.
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4

Summary of appended papers

A summary of each of the three papers appended in this thesis are presented in this chapter, with
the author’s contribution to each paper presented in Table 7.
Paper

First author

Second author

Contribution

1

Ola Cederborg

Martin Rudberg

The planning and analysis has been equally shared among the authors. The
data collection has been shared among the authors. The second author has
taken more responsibility in finishing the paper.

2

Ola Cederborg

Martin Rudberg

The planning and analysis has been equally shared among the authors. The
data collection has mostly been the responsibility of the first author. The
first author has taken more responsibility in finishing the paper.

3

Ola Cederborg

Sole author

Table 7 Author’s responsibility for the appended papers

4.1

Paper 1 – APS for Tactical Planning in a Steel Processing Company

This paper puts focus on describing the use of an APS in a steel processing company and comparing
the situation before and after the implementation of the APS. The purpose of the paper is to describe
and analyse the impact of the implementation of APS at the tactical planning level. A case study is
conducted at a typical steel processing company, with a demand that widely exceeds the production
resources, which makes capacity constrained planning crucial. The company implemented an APS
suite consisting of Demand Planning, Demand Fulfilment and Master Planning and in the process
they also centralized the previously diversified master planning.
The findings in this paper imply that the implementation of an APS is mutually dependent on changes
in the planning processes. The study shows several positive results for the company as a result of the
implementation. The demand planning improved with a more standardized and streamlined process
and more reliable forecasts. The master planning, with the introduction of the supply chain planner
as decision support, made the company achieve a structured planning process with the aim to
maximize throughput in bottlenecks. At the same time, they achieved a higher planning accuracy.
The demand fulfilment became an automated process with CTP functionality, which made the
process much faster and smoother. It also helped to increase the on time delivery by keeping that KPI
on a stable level at the same time that the demand almost doubled.
The improvements made cannot entirely be contributed to the APS, the change of processes and the
reorganization of the planning function also affected the company´s performance. In spite of this, the
changes were crucial for effective utilization of the APS, and the APS can be seen as an enabler for
them. Problems that were experienced with the APS were mostly personnel related, such as not
enough training or not enough time to actually use the system.

4.2

Paper 2 – Capable-To-Promise for Segmented Customers in a Capacity Constrained
Manufacturing Environment

This paper concentrates on the demand fulfilment process where the CTP functionality in an APS is
used in a process industry setting. In this setting customer segmentation is used to prioritize between
orders, as the production capacity does not allow all order requests to be accepted.
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The purpose of the second paper is to analyse the use of APS in a demand fulfilment process, with
focus on CTP functionality concerning segmented customers. The aim is to first describe theoretical
effects that can be expected and then contrast these effects with a case study. The effects found to
stem from the demand fulfilment module are:








Improved on-time-delivery
Reduced inventory levels
Increased customer service level
Reduced total cost
Increased average sales price
Production more synchronized with demand
More optimized product mix with regard to resources

The use of an APS in the demand fulfilment process is, according to the company, a satisfactory
solution. Of the expected effects derived from literature, the company has seen positive changes
concerning the synchronization of product mix and resources, the utilization of production resources
and the on time delivery. This has also led to an increase in the customer service level. They have
also experienced that the time for returning a delivery promise have decreased. The setting chosen
by the company concerning prioritizing customers makes sure that highly prioritized customers
almost always get the orders they request, at the expense of lower prioritized customers.

4.3

Paper 3 – Assessing factors affecting results of APS implementations

This paper focuses on examining critical success factors during APS implementations in five Nordic
companies. The purpose of the third paper is to find out if ERP success factors are applicable in APS
implementations.
The ERP CSFs found in literature are:







APS technology
o Country related functional requirements
o Data management
o Fit between APS and business/process
o Software development, testing and troubleshooting
External expertise
o APS vendor and consultant
Organization
o Appropriate business and IT legacy systems
o Business plan/vision/goals/justification
o Communication
o National culture
o Organizational characteristics
o Top management support
APS project
o APS strategy and implementation methodology
o APS teamwork and composition
o Business process reengineering
o Change management culture and programme
o Monitoring and evaluation of performance
o Project champion
o Project management
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In this study there are indications that some of the critical success factors observed during ERP
implementation also are valid during APS implementations. This as the cases studied proved to have
more positive effects from their implementations of APSs if they had a better fulfilment of the CSFs.
The factors that are found important are appropriate business and legacy system, fit between APS
and business/process, top management support and project champion.
Also, the study finds that the use of structured goals and monitoring of effects related to the APS
implementation is lacking at many companies.
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5

Results

During the research behind this thesis the researcher has had the privilege to study several
companies and their APS implementation. This has, apart from what is explicitly written in this thesis,
given insight in both the systems as such, but also the work and communication that is needed to get
an APS to work properly. In the following a discussion on the overall results stemming from this
research is presented. Also, the connections to the research questions presented in chapter 1.3 are
clarified.

5.1

APS in the tactical planning process

The first three research questions focus on the effects of APSs on the tactical planning process as
such. The questions are separated to handle the processes covered by the three APS modules DP, MP
and DF respectively.

5.1.1 (RQ1) How does the use of an APS affect the Demand Planning process?
The question of how APSs affect the demand planning process is primarily covered in paper one but,
in addition to this, the third research paper gives some indications to how the companies’ demand
planning processes were constituted before the implementation of their APSs, compared to how
their processes are structured after.
The process of planning demand has in most cases been manual and quite unstructured before the
implementation of an APS. As an APS will not be functional without a structured process, companies
need to incorporate new demand planning processes as part of their APS implementations (Wagner,
2008). At SSAB this showed to be an effort taking process, as there was resistance to the new system
at first, which also is reported in a study by Wiers (2009). At SSAB this also resulted in the
unwillingness to incorporate statistical forecasts in the demand planning process, as this would have
been yet another change and hence a reason for disapproval of the APS. Because of this, the
forecasting is still done by the sellers, without the aid of statistical methods. This is a way to avoid
some conflicts, but at the same time it is a way to avoid the possible improvement in forecasting
quality that statistical methods could provide. The forecasting should be based on the best possible
information, which is a combination of the sellers and the historical data.
There are indications that APS can facilitate changes in the planning processes in general and hence
work as a catalyst for these changes, which can explain that companies are experiencing more
streamlined processes after APS implementations. The demand planning in APS has far-reaching
functionality for aggregating and disaggregating the forecasted demand in any dimensions
incorporated in the system (ibid.). This gives a visibility and overview of both the forecasts and the
actual sales in a structured way, which is very useful for managers, as the case at SSAB has shown.

5.1.2 (RQ2) How does the use of an APS affect the Master Planning process?
The second research question is focusing on how APS affect the master planning process, which is
primarily covered in research paper one, but also in paper three.
Compared to the demand planning process, the changes to the master planning process have a much
more technical complexity, the master planning in APSs makes it possible to use different objectives
and utilize the optimization to optimize the plans with respect to these objectives (Rohde and
Wagner, 2008). At SSAB the objective function is profit maximization, which is an interesting
phenomenon, as most companies use cost minimization as objective function.
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Concerning the modelling of the master planning process in APSs, there are needs for experienced
modellers, as the planning of complex models will be a lot more time consuming (Zoryk-Schalla,
2001), as have been shown at SSAB. The APS has also been identified as an enabler to help automate
the master planning process, centralize it and make it a visible process with a clear focus. It can be
argued that the APS has helped SSAB to get a clear objective in their master planning, which in their
case is to maximize the throughput in bottlenecks. In the multiple case study it was found that the
APS facilitated the centralization of the master planning process, which is a step on the way to a
more holistic view of the supply chain planning.

5.1.3 (RQ3) How does the use of an APS affect the Demand Fulfilment process?
Research question three takes the effect of APSs on the demand fulfilment process in focus. This
question is discussed in papers one and two.
An APS used in the demand fulfilment process helps to decide possible delivery dates for
orders. This is done by utilizing the constrained plan created in the master planning process (Kilger
and Meyr, 2008). This means that a company might need to turn down orders, as the delivery date
suggested by DF is too far into the future. The delivery date at SSAB is returned within minutes,
which is a big improvement for them, especially since the date suggested is based on the actual
situation at the company, not on seldom updated lists, as the situation was before. This forces the
company to keep within their production capacity limits when booking orders, which wasn’t done
prior to the APS. Findings by Bixby et al (2006) show the possibility to reduce the time for returning a
delivery promise even more, but this has not been a prioritized issue at the company. Another
change in the process is the use of customer priorities, which is supported by the APS modules and
has been shown to increase profits also in manufacturing companies (Meyr, 2009). This gives the
opportunity to utilize customer priorities to ensure that prioritized customers are not turned down.
Focusing on the perceived effects from the changes to this process, SSAB have a more efficient
product mix and utilize their production resources better. Their on-time-delivery has been affected in
a positive way and they give their customers more accurate delivery promises.

5.2

Effects of implementing and using an APS

The final two research questions are concerned with effects from implementation and use of APSs.
The effects and how to achieve them are in focus for this part of the research.

5.2.1 (RQ4) What effects can be expected from APS implementations?
The fourth research question to be answered is: what effects can be expected from APS
implementations. This is primarily dealt with in paper 3, but the other two papers also have findings
that help to answer this question.
In the theoretical studies, several effects of APS implementations were found (Table 8). Apart from
the increase of sales price, the decrease of emergency transports between DC and the more stable
system, all effects found in theory were also identified at at least one of the studied cases. The three
that were not identified were in literature found and described in special situations and they cannot
be expected at any company starting to use APS. There were difficulties in finding KPIs, since the
studied companies did not follow up on the APS projects that well, but although they do not have
specific figures, they still have a general opinion about what their APSs have resulted in. The effects
can be divided into two groups, tangibles (performance indicators) and intangibles (experiences).
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Increased planning (and replanning) speed
Reduced inventory levels

•

Reduced total cost

•
•
•

•

Improved forecast accuracy
Increased average sales price

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Reduced overtime in production

•

More synchronized production and demand
More optimized product mix with regard to resources
More stable system with less IT problems
Reduced non value added activities in production
Real time overview of the Supply Chain

Table 8 Effects found at companies using APS

Rudberg and Thulin, 2009

•

Less emergency transports between DC:s

Intangibles

Gruat La Forme et al., 2009

•

Wagner and Meyr, 2008

Kilger and Meyr, 2008

•

Richter and Stockrahm, 2008

Kilger, 2008

Jonsson et al., 2007

•

Tinham, 2006

Bixby et al., 2006

•

•

Increased customer service level
Tangibles

Gruat La Forme et al., 2005

•

Lütke Entrup, 2005

•
•
•

Schultz, 2002

Tang et al., 2001

Improved on-time-delivery

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

(Gruat La Forme et al., 2005; Gruat La Forme et al., 2009; Rudberg and Thulin, 2009; Kilger and Meyr, 2008; Kilger, 2008; Richter and Stockrahm, 2008; Wagner and Meyr, 2008; Jonsson et al., 2007; Bixby et al., 2006; Tinham, 2006; Lütke Entrup, 2005; Schultz, 2002; Tang et al., 2001)

By implementing an APS a company can hence have expectations on the benefits above, as those are
shown to be quite common results (see references in paper 3). But the companies need to remember
that not all implementations are successful and it is not all that uncommon with disappointing results
and implementation failures.

5.2.2 (RQ5) How can a company achieve the effects from an APS implementation?
Concerning the question of how a company can achieve effects from an APS implementation, this
research have put focus on examining critical success factors in ERP implementations, to study if they
are applicable even in APS implementations. These are studied in paper three.
The CSFs studied were derived from ERP literature, but as such, many of them are valid for any
system implementation (Hammant, 1997). Because of this it is not surprising that some of these
factors seem to be critical even in APS implementations. There seem to be a connection between
having good effects and having several CSFs. The four CSFs that seem to be most important is;
appropriate business and legacy system, fit between APS and business/process, project champion
and top management support. The first two factors are needed to get the system to fit into the
company, which is a logical deduction. If the systems are not appropriate, there will be problems,
and if the APS don’t fit the business or the processes, either the APS or the processes need to
change. The other two factors are not as obvious, but can probably be linked to the fact that to make
use of an APS there need to be an agreement and an acceptance of the plans and the system
throughout the company, which also has been shown by Kjellsdotter Ivert (2009). A way to facilitate
this is someone who promotes the system, namely a project champion or the top management.
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5.3

Discussion and concluding remarks

The overall purpose of this research has been to find out if and how APS can support the tactical
planning processes and add value to the company. The results found in this thesis indicates that APS
can act as a catalyst for improving the supply chain performance and support the tactical planning
processes by adding value to the company. The combined effort of the APS and process changes
have created several positive effects for some of the companies studied and there are no indications
to the opposite, that APS could not support the tactical planning process. Although there are
indications that APS can be a more effort taking task to implement and use, than what the general
opinion seem to be, companies that have undertaken these efforts have gained from them, which
also supports the conclusion that APSs can support the tactical planning process.
The way in which APSs support the tactical planning processes have been studied and it has been
found that the support can be separated in two parts; the support given by the APS and the support
given by the process changes made. Findings have also shown that the process changes probably
couldn’t have been achieved without the APS, as the implementation of an APS require the change of
some processes. Which of these two parts that lead to the realization of effects is hard to distinguish.
But as neither of the two parts can be isolated from the other (concerning APSs), companies who
want to implement an APS will inevitably need to change some of their processes as well.
This thesis has also contributed with increased knowledge of the use of APSs in process industry
companies, as in total five process industry companies have been studied and described. The
broadening of the literature base in the area of APSs is an important future task, where this thesis
plays a part.
A warning must be raised concerning the generalization of the results, as they stem from only six
cases in total. But the results are supported by other researchers published studies, which strengthen
them. Considering any single company or organization, they have to study their own special
characteristics and situation, to understand if their planning processes could be supported by an APS,
but in general it should be so.

5.4

Future research

In order to deepen the knowledge in the area of APSs, the first and most obvious research path is to
conduct case studies in the area in order to broaden the literature base. This is needed, which I am
not the only one to say, and almost any aspect of industrial use of APSs will contribute to the
knowledge base one way or another.
The critical success factors concerning APS implementations and how they in turn affect a company´s
performance is another interesting question. This is a difficult task, but the knowledge would provide
managers with insights they do not possess today. The major difficulties lie in isolating the factors
and effects, to be able to see plausible connections between them.
Another possible research way is to study the parallels with the concept of order qualifiers and order
winners (Hill, 2000) and try to distinguish between qualifiers and winners amongst success factors,
success qualifiers and success winners. In paper 3 the two system related factors (appropriate
business and legacy system and fit between APS and business/process) could possibly be considered
qualifiers and the system promoting activities (project champion and top management support)
could be considered winners.
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